Transnational Korean Studies Minor
Winter 2018 Course Offerings

**Non-Language Korean Courses:**

**HIEA 150. Modern Korea, 1800–1945 (4)**
This course examines Korea’s entrance into the modern world. It utilizes both textual and audio-visual materials to explore local engagements with global phenomenon, such as imperialism, nationalism, capitalism, and socialism. HILD 10, 11, and/or 12 recommended.
924550, TuTh, 5:00p-6:20p, SEQUO 148, Hyung-Wook Kim

**LTEA 141. Modern Korean Literature in Translation from 1945 to the Present (4)**
A survey of modern Korean prose fiction and poetry from 1945 to the 1990s. Examination of literary representations of national division, the Korean War, accelerated industrialization, authoritarian rule, and the labor/agrarian movements.
924340, MWF, 12:00p-12:50p, WLH 2208, Berthelier, Benoit P

**LTKO 149. Readings in Korean Language, History, and Structure (4)**
This course is designed to develop cultural understanding and professional/academic level reading skill for students with coverage of materials on Korean language history from the fifteenth century to the present, previous and current writing systems, and Korean language structure.
924369, MWF, 4:00p-4:50p, WLH 2208, Lee, Jeyseon

**VIS 127A. Contemporary Arts in South Korea (4)**
The course will examine the theories and practices of contemporary art in South Korea, and its systems of cultural productions and disseminations. Highlighting the work of representative artists, institutions, and events, focuses will be on the predominance of governmental and corporate sponsorships, and how its cultural system is positioned for national and global presence, as well as the emergence alternative art spaces that promote the decentralization of cultural programs.
922777, MW 1:30p-2:50p SME 149, Park, Kyong Dong

**Language Korean Courses:** Please refer to the Schedule of Classes for section, day and time information. For the details about the placement test, please visit: http://ucsdkoreanlanguage.blogspot.com/2011/08/placement-test.html

**LTKO 1B Beginning Korean: First Yr. II**
920105, MWF, 9:00a-9:50a, CENTR 203, Lee, Jeyseon

**LTKO 2B Intermediate Korean: 2nd Yr II**
920117, MWF, 9:00a-9:50a, CENTR 203, Lee, Jeyseon

**LTKO 3. Advanced Korean: Third Year**
920120, MTuWTh, 5:00p-5:50p, LIT 455 Lee, Jeyseon

**Graduate Level Korean Courses:**

**GPPS 400. International Relations of Asia-Pacific (4)**
921721, TuTh 9:30a-10:50a, RBC 3201, Haggard, Stephan M.